we introduced the notion of a C-modification of a system with respect to a group. As will be pointed out in this paper, the so-called modification theorems related with that notion enable us to strengthen some basic results of the polyadic group theory, such as the Hosszu theorem and the Dornte criterion for an n-group to be derived from a group.
Introduction The papers [15]-[17], [6] have been devoted to the basis of a general theory of derived polyadic groups (for the notion of a derived polyadic group (in various meanings) cf. also e.g. [3], [18], [19], [8] , Ul-[7], [9] -[13]
). In particular, in [17] we introduced the notion of a C-modification of a system with respect to a group. As will be pointed out in this paper, the so-called modification theorems related with that notion enable us to strengthen some basic results of the polyadic group theory, such as the Hosszu theorem and the Dornte criterion for an n-group to be derived from a group.
Preliminaries
We shall use the notions, the terminology and notation of [15]- [17] where one can find the definitions of C-systems over (k+1)-groups, of C-derived (n+1)-groups and of other relevant notions. Mo3t of the theorems to which we refer in this paper can be found in [15]- [17] .
The symbol (G,f) will always denote an (n+1)-group, and (G,«) and (G,o) will denote groups. By x 1 we mean the i-th power of x in (G,'«), whereas x <:L> denotes the i-th power of x in (G,°). Ey x we mean the element skew to x in (G,f). We denote by Cent(G,«) the center of (G,•).
-309 -Let a be an element of an (n+1)-group (Q,f) and let i be an integer. The symbol a^ i 8 due to Post [18] . Namely, 
Improvement theorems for the condition H and certain it3 strengthenings
To any condition C one can assign the class of (n+1)-groups C-derived from groups. This olass will be denoted by D(C). For distinct conditions those classes are usually distinct. If the condition C is stronger than C', then "the class D(C) is obviously a subclass of D(C'). The class D(C) often turns out to be a proper subclass, as it takes place for H and E, or E and PE (for the definition of various conditions, e.g. H, E, P etc., see [15], [l6] ). But it may happen that though C 4 C', the classes D(C) and D(C') are nevertheless equal. A condition C is said to be an (essential) improvement of the condition C' if C is (essentially) stronger than C' and D(C) = DfC'). It is worthwhile to add that this notion is meaningful for (n+1)-groups C-derived from (k+1)-groups with k> 1. But in this paper we are interested only in the case k --1. Modification theorems formulated in [17] give the necessary and sufficient conditi ons for two C-systems nd <S;c> to be n-C-creating systems of the same group (G,f). Fixing one of the system, say <2T}b>, we aslc what-Way the second system (i.e., <6|C>) depends on <g^jb>. Prom Theorem 1 of [17] it follows that <5jo> is constructed from <arjb> by using an appropriate element d e G. Choosing the element d in some special way we can often observe that <6.jc> is already a C'-system, where C' is essentially stronger than C. According to the terminology given-above we say. that the condition C' is an essential improvement of C. Theorems resolving this type of questions will be referred to as improvement -310 -theorems. Now we give suoh theorems for the condition H and some of its strengthenings. Note that all systems under consideration are n-systems. Definition 1. Let <5;c> eH(G,•). The system <6jc> is said to be an L^-system over (G,») if there exists an element a cG such that:
Putting in Corollary 1 of [17] the element in place of d we get Proposition 1.
If <3";b> e H(G, •), then the system <8;c> given by (1) 6 The condition LQ is just the condition H. For every integer i we have 2(1^) = D(H). Thus, any condition L^ is an improvement of H. All conditions are stronger than Hj so they are (n,1)-regular (for the definition of the regularity of a system see [15] ). for certain i and j the conditions and Lj oan be uncomparable. The problem of the comparability of L^ and Lj will be investigated in the next section.' Now, we are going to show'only the way how for any n-I^-creating system of. a given (n+1)-group (G,f) one can find an n-Lj-creating system of the same (n+1)-group (G,f). Namely, putting in Corollary 1 of [17] the element a 3 ""'' in place of d we obtain
Let j be an integer. If <2f}b> e ) (i.e., b = a in+1 and ¡¡r(a) = a), then the system <6;c> given by (4) S(x) = a 3-1 .^*)^" 3 , Let a condition C be stronger than G and weaker than H. Then an (n+1)-groupoid (G,f) is an (n+1)-group if and only if (G,f) is C-derived from a group.
The Hosszu theorem is equivalent to the fact that any such condition C (i.e., between G and H) is (n,1)-nonrestrictive (cf. [15] , [16] ). Let us recall the following stronger version of Hosszu theorem (cf. Corollary 4 of [4]):
An (n+1)-groupoid (G,f) is an (n+1)-group if and only if for any kin (G,f) is H-derived from a (k+1)-group. Thus, any condition C which is stronger than G and weaker than H is (n,k)-nonrestrictive for kin. Then the question arises whether the Hosszu theorem remains true when we substitute s-ome condition essentially stronger than H for the condition H. In other words, is any condition essentially stronger than H an (n,kj-restrictive condition? In this paper we assume that k = 1 and in this case the answer is positive. Taking into account the Hosszu theorem and Proposition 1 weget a corollary, which is a stronger version of the original -312 -Hosszu theorem. To formulate this corollary we use the notation of our papers (which differs considerably from the original Hosszu's notation). Corollary 1. Let (G,f) be an (n+1)-groupoid. Then the following conditions are equivalent: 1°|(G,f) is an (n+1)-group; 2° there exists an integer i such that (G,f) is L^-derived from a group; 3° for every integer i, (G,fj is ^-derived from a group. Corollary 2.
For any integer i the condition is (n,1)-nonrestrictive. Thus, the conditions L^ are the strongest from the conditions known so far for which the Hosszu theorem holds (all the time we aonsider only the case k = 1).
Pot a nonrestrijctive condition C any of its improvement C' is also nonrestrictive and, conversely, any nonrestrictive condition C' which is stronger than C is an improvement of C. In Section 5 we will show that there ie no (n,1)-nonrestrictive condition which is stronger than all conditions L^.
Corollaries 2 and 3 of [17] together with Propositions 1 and 2 enable us to give further improvement theorems (formulated below as corollaries). Corollary 3.
If <b> c B(G,*), then the system <c>, where c is given by (2) , is an EL^-system over the group (G.o) = Ret 1 '?(G,«) tc = a <in+1> , where a = b i+1 ) and b" It sho; lid be emphasized that the condition BL^ (which was mentioned in Corollary 5) is not a good improvement of B. Namely, putting in Corollary 4 of [17] the element b in plaoe of d we get the following corollary (which was proved in another way in [16] ). Corollary 7.
If <b> € B(G,•) (i.e., b = b n , where b e Cept (G, •)), then the system <c>, where c = b"\ is 1 ? e PE-system over the group (G,o) = Ret,;' (G,*) (i.e., c is b the neutral element of (G,o)) and (6) holds.
L.-systeme
In this section we resume the relations between the conditions Li *ind Lj for i ji j. Proposition 3. A condition L^ is stronger than a condition L^ if and only if there exists an integer t such that j = (ni+1)t+i. Moreover, for every t / 0 the condition Lj is then essentially stronger than L^ provided (i+j)n t -2.
Proof. Let j = (ni+1)t+i for some integer t. Consider an Lj-system <jr;b> over (G,• J. Thus there exists «n element aeG such that y(a) = a and b = Observe that ajn+1 = g(tn+1)(in+1) = ^tn+ljin+1. So <y.b> eL±(G,•).
Conversely, let for some integers i, j the condition L^ be stronger than L^. Consider the additive grouR of integers (Z,+). The system <b>, where b = jn+1, is an L«j-system over (Z,+) (in fact, <b> is even an SL^-system). Thus, by assumption, <b>eLi(Z, + ), i.e., there exists an element xeZ such that -314 -
Prom (7) we infer that j = (in+1)t+i for some t e Z. Suppose that for some j = (in+1)t+i, with j + i and (i+j)n 4 -2, the conditions Lj and L. > are equivalent. From J (7) we get (8) in+1| jn+1.
On the other hand, the condition L^ is stronger than L^ (they are equivalent, by assumption), whence (9) jn+1|in+1.
Prom (8) and (9) we infer that in+1 = jn+1 (consequently, i = j) or in+1 = -(jn+1) (consequently, (i+j)n = -2), which is impossible. This completes the proof of Proposition 3. The case (i+j)n = -2 requires a separate treatment. Proposition 4. For every integer i the condition L^ is equivalent to the condition provided n » 1, and it is equivalent to provided n = 2. Prom Proposition 4 we conclude that for n = 1 it is sufficient to consider only conditions L^ with i^ -1, and for n = 2 only with 0. Taking into account Corollary 2, Propositions 3 and 4 we see that for i 4 -2, -1, 0 all conditions L^ are (n,1)-nonrestrictive and essentially stronger than H. So we get the solution of Problem 1 of [15] .
The main purpose of [16] was to give some characterizations of n-C-identity elements for various conditions C. Nowwe are going to give such a characterization for the condition L^. We start with two. easy lemmas. Lemma 1.
Given an (n+1)-group (G,f) = derli (G,o), 0 p G where n> 1, let a be an element of G such that 5(a) = a. Then 
. _<n> which implies (10). lemma 2. Given a 2-group (G,f) = der! (G,o), let 0 | c a be an element of G such that 6(a) = a and let a be the inverse of a in (G,f). Then (11) Soc = c'^"» o a<-1> .
Theorem

1.
An element e is an n-I^ -identity element in an (n+1)-group (G,f) if and only if there exists an element aeG such that e = a^. Moreover, (G,f) = = derjj {0 (G,o), where <6;c> is an n-I^-system over (G,o) and e is the neutral element of (G,o), if and only if Proof. The unary term operations in (n+1)-groups are described by different formulas for n>1 and for n = 1 (cf. [16] ). For this reason this proof differs in details for n> 1 and for n = 1.
Let n>1. Assume that e » a^, where aeG. By Proposition 6 of [15] , any element of (G,f) (so, in particular, the element a) is an n-H-identity element. Thus there exists a group (G,<) with a as the neutral element and there exists an H-system <2T)b> over (G, •) such that (G,f) -derJ |b (G,.) . Using once more Proposition 6 of [15] we get
Define a system <6;c> as in Proposition 1, i.e., let 6 and c be given by (1) and (2). Then <6;c> is already an I^-system over (G,o) = Ret 1 »?(G,.) (c = c <in+1> , where c = bi+1) and b" 1 (G,f) = derg. c (G,o). We prove that (18) V-a 111 .
Indeed, for i> 0
For i<0 the proof of (18) is lightly more complicated. Using Lemma 4 of [16] we get 4 14 1 (n-fc)
Therefore, (18) holds for any integer i (for i = 0 equality (18) Let a (2n-1)-ad <a^n" 1 > be inverse to the 1-ad <a [i3 > in (G,f). Using (1), (18), (19), (16), and (17) we have
i.e., (13) (17), (2), and (18) we obtain
By Proposition 1 we have c = £ <in+1> , where
Conversely, let e be an n-L^-identity element in (G,f). Then there exists a group (G,o) with e as the neutral element, and there exists <6;c> e L t (G,o) such that (G,f) >» = derg j0 (G,o) . Since <8jc> is an ^-system, the element c is The case i <0 is more complicated. Using Lemma 1 we obtain
Therefore, e = a^ for any integer i. Now we pass to the proof of Theorem 1 for n = 1, By Proposition 7 of [15], (G,f) = dery.b(G,«), where a is the neutral element of (G,*), and <y;b> eH(G,•)• Moreover,
where d is the inverse of a in (G,f). Define a system <5$c> as in Proposition 1, i.e., let 8 and c be given by (1) and (2). Then <8jc> is already an L^-system over (G,o) = = Ret^» 2 (G,*) and (G,f) = dergJ0(jG,o). The rest of the proof is similar to that for the case n>1 (now we use Lemma 4 of [16] and Lemma 2). Both the conditions H and L^ are (n,1)-nonrestrictive. However, the former has a certain property which does act belong -319 -to the latter. Namely, every element of an arbitrary (n+1)--group is an n-H-identity element, whereas one can easily give the examples of (n+1)-groups where there exist elements which are not n-L^-identity elements.
Putting together Theorem 1 of [16] with the above Theorem 1 we get Corollary 8.
An element e is an n-EL^-identity element in an (n+1)-group (G,f) if and only if e is a central element of (G,f) and it is of the form e = a^' for some a e G.
Note that the condition PH is essentially stronger than the condition L^ for every integer i. Putting together Corollary 10 of [16] with Theorem 1 and taking into account the following Lemma 3 we can obtain a new criterion for a given (n+1)-group to be PH-derived from a group. (25) and (26), which completes the proof.
In a similar way, using Proposition 4 of [16] and Proposition 5 we get Theorem 2. An (n+1)-group (G,f) is PE-derived from a group if and only if there exists an element a e G such that for any xeG and some integer u with GCD(u,n) = 1 we have (a) (u) (28) < a ,x> = <x, a > . f
In this case, moreover, (G,f) = der" (G,o) , where e is the neutral element of (G,o), if and only if (25) and (27) hold (where lu = in+1 for some integers 1, i). Proof. Assume that (23) holds for some a eG and u with GCD(u,n) = 1 (i.e., lu = in+1). Equelity (28) is obviously equivalent to ((u+|u|)(n-1)) (|u|) (|u|'(n-1)+u) (|u|) (29) f (u+2|u|)( a , a ,x, a , a ) = x.
Putting in (29) the element a in place of x we get (24). Then, by Proposition 5, (G,f) = derg (G,o) , where (G,o) and 5 are described by (25), (26), and, furthermore, the element e = a^ is an idempotent of (G,f). Hence, using (28) we have (n) (lun) (lu) <x,e> = < e ,x,e> = < a ,x, a> = f f f (lun) (lu) (lu) = < a , a ,x> = < a ,x> = <e,x>, f f f which proves that e is a central element of (G,f). Thus 5 is an identity mapping of (G,o). Consequently, (G,f) is PE-derived from (G,o) , and so the proof of Theorem 2 is complete.
-321 -Observe that for a = 1 Theorem 2 takes the form of proposition 4 of [16] , which is cloeely related to the well-known Dornte criterion (cf. [3] and [18] ).
LQQ -systems
In Seotion 3 we put the question about the existence of an (n,1)-nonrestrictive condition which would be stronger than L^ for all integers i. Now we can come back to that problem.
As was mentioned in Section 4» the condition L^ is essentially weaker than PH for every i. We are going to define a new condition, which turns out to be essentially stronger than all conditions L^ and essentially weaker than PH.
Definition
2. Let <6;c> e H(G,•). The system <S;c> is said to be an Loo-system over (G,*) if for every integer i there exists an element aeG such that 1° 6(a) -a, 2° c -.1«.
In other words, a system <6jo> is an Loo-system over (G,*) if and only if <6|c>€L1(G,•) for every i. From the definition of the condition L^ and hy Theorem 1 we get immediately Corollary 9.
An element e is an n-Loo -identity element in an (n+1)-group (G,f) if and only if for any integer i there exists an element aeG such that e = a ^ .
Consider an infinite cyclic (n+1)-group (i.e., a free (n+1)-group generated by one element). This (n+1)-group (G,f) can be described as the set nZ+1 (i.e., the set of integers which equal 1 modulo n) with the i^sual addition (cf.
[li] , [12] ). It is easy to check that for n> 1 (G,f) has no Loo-identity element. So (G,f) is an n-Loo-primitive (n+1)-group (for the definition of an n-C-primitive (n+1)-group see [15] ). Thus we have Corollary 10. The condition L^, is (n,1) -restrictive for n>1.
Since the condition PE is (1,1)-nonrestrictive (cf.
[15]), any weaker condition is also (1,1)-nonrestriotive (and so -322 - is Loo). The case n = 1 is then very special. For this reason, further remarks will be done separately for n> 1 and n = 1.
Let n> '. The condition Loo is essentially stronger than the conditions L^ (which are (n,1)-nonrestrictive). Therefore, there is no (n, 1)-r.nrestriutive condition stronger than all conditions L^ (observe that such a condition would be stronger than LQO, but latter is (n, 1) -restrictive ). On the other hand, it is evident that Loo is weaker than PH. As we now prove, this is essentially weaker. Indeed, consider a cyclic (n+1)-group of order n (cf. [18] J. This (n+1)-group can be described as follows (cf.
[9], [10], [11] ). The (n+1)-group Cn>n+1 = (Zn,?), where = {o,1,...,n-l}, </>(l" +1 ) = 11 + ... + ln+1 + 1 (mod n), is a cyclic (n+1)-group generated, e.g., by 0. Observe that the equation e = x^ has a soluti on for any e £ Z^ and for any integer i. Henoe, by Corollary 9 any element 8£Zn is an n-Loo-identity element in Cn n+1, i.e., ^ is Loo-derived from a group. Nevertheless, Cn . J has no idempotent element (cf.
[is] ), and so it is not PH-derived from a group (cf. Corollary 10 of [16] ). Thus the condition PH is just enough stronger than Loo to ba not even an improvement of the latter (the classes of PHand Loo-derived (n+1)-groups are different). This is not the case for n = 1. The classes of groupB PHand Loo-derived from groups are equal (both PH and LQO are (1,1)-nonrestrictive conditions). But now the condition PH is also essentially stronger than Loo* Indeed, let (G,*) be the multiplicative group of positive real numbers and let a 4 1 be an element of G. Then <a> is an Loo-system over (G,«)» whereas it is not a PH-system over (G,.).
